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Product Description

DR Pro 2900 Pressure Washer
Our DR PRO 2900 blows away common washers with superior power and easy-to-use features! The DR 
PowerGun makes selecting the right pressure quick, intuitive, and safe. And for a limited time, we are including 
2 FREE Cleaning Tools: the Turbo Blaster and the Soap Blaster!

DR Pro 2900 Pressure Washer Features -

HIGH-PRESSURE FLEX HOSE

Our high-pressure flex hose is soft, pliable, and easy to wrap. No more wrestling with hard, pinching hoses that 
are almost impossible to coil. Urethane coating is non-marring (so it doesn't leave black marks on the very thing 
you are trying to clean).

ERGONOMIC INVERTED TRIGGER
An index finger pull trigger and cushioned grip make operation easy, even with extended use. (Most other 
pressure washers have a trigger design that requires "pinky pressure" to operate—often resulting in hand cramps 
after just a short time.)

THE POWERGUN
Each of the 4 pressure selection settings is marked with an intuitive pictogram: CAR, for autos and other light 
cleaning jobs; WOOD, for siding and other surfaces that require intermediate pressure; SIDEWALK, for 
pavements and other surfaces that can withstand full pressure; and SOAP, for applying detergent.
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DR® 196cc OHV Engine
Our OHV engine is easy-starting and provides plenty of power to drive the pump at full capacity. The horizontal 
shaft design is ideal for pressure washers because it positions the pump for easy access to connections (instead 
of placing them very close to the ground as vertical shaft engines do). 50 state CARB approved.

AXIAL CAM PUMP
This high quality, long-lasting pump lets you easily make hose connections without having to kneel on the 
ground.

ON-BOARD DETERGENT TANK
Eliminates the need to tote detergent containers around with you as you wash. Holds a half gallon of detergent, 
more than enough for most cleaning jobs.

4 SPRAY-PATTERN NOZZLES INCLUDED
4 included nozzle tips (0°, 25°, 40°, Soap) cover every use, from a concentrated beam to deliver maximum PSI 
and cleaning power (0°), to a wide gentle setting for broadcasting and agitating detergent.

 

 


